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Key chaLLenges
•	Physical	data	center	
infrastructure	not	capable	 
of	supporting	Meditech

•	Administrative	overhead	of	
supporting	physical	servers	
and	desktops	too	high	

•	User	adoption	of	CPOE	
essential	for	attesting	to	 
Stage	1	Meaningful	Use

soLutIon
Using	VMware	vSphere,	Laurens	
County	Health	Care	System	
successfully	deployed	Meditech	
in	a	virtualized	environment.	
VMware	View	enabled	it	to	 
have	a	BYOD	policy	and	 
speed	adoption	of	CPOE.	

BusIness BenefIts
•	On	target	to	attest	to	Stage	1	
Meaningful	Use

•	Achieved	99.999	uptime	 
in	data	center

•	Saved	money	by	buying	 
zero	and	thin	clients	and	 
less	hardware

vmware case study

Opened in 1990, Laurens County Health Care System is based in Clinton, South Carolina, 
and is licensed for 90 beds. It is fully accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation 
of Healthcare Organizations and retains more than 450 full-time tand part-time employees 
and 60 volunteers, in addition to a medical staff of more than 48 physicians and 65 
consulting physicians. 

The Challenge
Back in 2010, Laurens County Health Care 
System decided to deploy the Meditech 
clinical information system to improve 
patient care, manage patient information 
better and enable computerized physician 
order entry (CPOE). Laurens County Health 
Care System had made the switch to 
virtualization a couple of years earlier,  
in 2008. Based on the benefits received 
from this first phase of virtualization in the 
data center, it knew that virtualization 
could help make the Meditech 
implementation successful.

Prior to virtualization, Laurens County Health 
Care System had 30 physical servers in its 
data center, many of which were performing 
multiple roles. Whenever an issue arose 
with a server, or if the server had to be 
rebooted or taken out for maintenance, 
multiple facets of the infrastructure would 
go down. The relatively small staff of 11 IT 
workers was constantly fighting fires rather 
than being proactive about addressing 
business issues. 

Laurens	County	Health	Care	System	 
Virtualizes	Meditech	and	Prepares	for	 
Stage	1	of	Meaningful	Use

With downtime at as much as 40 percent  
in the physical data center environment, 
running Meditech on physical servers 
clearly was untenable.

Outside the data center, so many different 
laptops and desktops were in use that keeping 
versions of even basic software like Adobe 
or Internet Explorer current was a big deal, 
says Joel Bradley, vice president of business 
development and strategy. “Our help desk 
people were constantly forced to go out to 
individual computers and update them to 
keep our users on the same environment,” 
he says. 

At the same time that the IT team was 
implementing Meditech, the hospital was 
also building a 43,000-square-foot addition 
to the hospital to house a new emergency 
department and a women’s center. For cost 
reasons, the hospital decided to investigate 
the use of desktop virtualization and to 
invest in zero or thin clients rather than 
desktop computers or laptops. 

Laurens County Health Care System wanted to attest to Stage 1  
of Meaningful Use by summer 2013 but knew it couldn’t deploy 
Meditech in a physical data center environment because of cost and 
reliability concerns. By implementing a VMware solution, it achieved 
99.999 percent availability and reduced hardware costs by 35 
percent. It then deployed VMware View® to enable a bring-your-own-
device (BYOD) policy for physicians, achieving the high user adoption 
it needed to stay on track to attest to Stage 1 of Meaningful Use.
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“It’s a nightmare maintaining  
50 physical PCs on nursing 
carts. Today, I can roll out  
30 virtual desktops in 15 
minutes and manage them  
all from a central location.”

Joe Lovell 
IT Infrastructure Manager 
Laurens County Health Care System

The Solution
Using VMware vSphere®, Laurens County 
Health Care System first virtualized its domain 
controllers. Next, the IT team implemented 
Exchange Server internally and moved it to 
virtualized infrastructure. This brought 375 
mailboxes in-house, because Exchange 
Server had previously been hosted by an 
external service provider. Then Laurens 
County Health Care System virtualized the 
file and print servers and various application 
servers—all successfully. VMware vSphere 
vMotion® was deployed to enable high 
availability for these various applications. 

Why VMware? “Obviously, there are other 
vendors out there, but given the technical 
strengths, ease of implementation, and the 
centralized management capabilities, VMware 
was the obvious choice,” says Lovell.

Today, Laurens County Health Care System 
has four virtual clusters: a Cisco Unified 
Communications Manager (CUCM) cluster 
that runs the voice-over-IP (VoIP) system; 
an enterprise cluster that consists of 53 
virtual servers that handle the enterprise 
infrastructure; the Meditech environment, 
which consists of 36 virtual servers; and a 
more recent cluster for a virtual desktop 
implementation that started out as a small 
test environment for the new hospital addition. 

“But that, along with our Meditech 
implementation, kind of exploded,” says  
Joe Lovell, IT infrastructure manager for 
Laurens County Health Care System. The 
initial pilot for VMware View was for 30 
virtual desktops, but the pilot proved so 
popular that currently Laurens County 
Health Care System is running close to  
195 virtual desktops and expects to top 
250 before long. 

Dr. Peter Partee, a physician in the Laurens 
County Health Care System who specializes 
in family medicine, was an early fan of the 
virtual desktops based on VMware View.  
“I really appreciate the ability I now have  
to view and manage problem lists any time 
and from any place,” he says. “And being 
able to view data in real time also makes  
my job a lot easier.” 

Business Benefits
A major benefit of VMware vSphere and  
its vMotion feature is that they enable 
customers to do more with less. “You can 
create servers and allocate resources to 
those servers with fewer resources than 
you would in a physical environment,” says 
Lovell. Without virtualizing, Lovell doubts 
that he could have afforded deploying 
Meditech at all. 

Since the data center servers were virtualized 
with VMware, uptime has been “in the 99.999 
percent range,” says Lovell. 

VMware View has also been a runaway 
success. Before View was deployed, 
remote access over a virtual private 
network) was “painfully slow.” Today, 
remote access is as fast as being 
connected to the network onsite.

The organization also saved about 65 percent 
on hardware costs by going from PCs to thin 
or zero clients. Then there’s the administrative 
time savings. “It’s a nightmare maintaining 
50 physical PCs on nursing carts,” says Lovell. 
“Today, I can roll out 30 virtual desktops  
in 15 minutes and manage them all from  
a central location.”

“Physicians are very excited that they can 
use their own devices from anywhere to 
access Meditech and review EMRs [electronic 
medical records] and patient data without 
physically having to come into the hospital,” 
says Gina Driggers, IT director at Laurens 
County Health Care System. Nurses also 
benefit in that they are using VMware View 
thin clients for mobility—on their nursing 
carts and on devices used for bedside 
medication verification.

VMware View also solved security and 
compliance concerns. “With View, no 
matter what device they’re using, all the 
computing happens here in the data center, 
which is a huge security and compliance 
safety net,” says Driggers. 

All this is helping Laurens County Health 
Care System prepare for Meaningful Use. 
After going live on November 1, Driggers 
hopes to have all physicians on board for 
CPOE by May 1, and hopes to attest for 
Stage 1 of Meaningful Use in summer 2013.
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“Pullquote copy—approximately 
35 words sus rest quis ea quas 
rehento voluptat quist mozexza 
istiunt, suntecu santem ad ut 
unt ea net pernam non eum utas 
doluptur alit, nobis voluptur, 
conet perovid inverum apel 
maes dit inverum uenw ix net 
pernam sv apelquate.”

Philip Cramer 
Superintendent,  
Miami-Dade County Public Schools

vmware footprInt
Five	bullets	or	less
Approximately	20	words	asition	
seraepe	sum	dolendi

Pcipsaxdis	apiet	litatione	asition	
seraepe	sum	dolendi

Aboratistrum	et	rem	autet	
asition	seraepe	sum	dolendi

Et	et	landisim	one	asition	
seraepe	sum	dolendi

appLIcatIons vIrtuaLIZed
Three	bullets	or	less
Aboratistrum	et	rem	autet	

Lwndisim	one	asition

pLatform
Three	bullets	or	less
Network
Servers

partner
Use	bullets
List	VMware	partners	
contributing	to	solution
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Looking ahead
Next up: disaster recovery. “VMware has 
some fantastic products with VMware 
vCenter™ Site Recovery Manager™ and 
other solutions,” says Lovell. He finds it 
exciting that VMware and EMC are working 
together in that arena, and he expects to 
implement a VMware solution for disaster 
recovery within two years. 

“And VMware is not for just large hospitals,” 
says Lovell. “It is definitely something that 
can help smaller hospitals that don’t have 
the financial resources and the IT resources 
of a larger organization.”

vmware footprInt
•	VMware	vSphere	5.0	for	the	
Enterprise	and	4.1	Update	1	 
for	CUCM	and	Meditech

•	VMware	View	5.0

appLIcatIons vIrtuaLIZed
•	Meditech	6.0
•	Microsoft	Exchange	Server	
2007

•	PACS	radiology	system	
•	SharePoint	2007
•	SQL	Server	2005	and	 
SQL	Server	2008	R2

•	BlackBerry	Server

pLatform
•	Cisco	UCS	Blade	Chassis
•	EMC	VNX	5500	and	 
EMC	NS-120


